
 

This examination paper has been broken down with each question 

 having the strategies you might use to answer them  

written beneath the question. 

PAPER 1 = FICTION 

1 Extract 

4 Reading Questions 

1 Writing Task 



 



 



 



 

The question is asking you to 

FOCUS on the EFFECT of 

LANGUAGE. 

It IS could… not should. Naming word classes / techniques is not essential to 
score points but you WILL get more marks if you can.  

THE BIGGEST TIP: 
1. Identify 3 examples where language has an effect on the 
audience (and look to see if they are linked together). 

For this question: 

 x 3 

 The writer uses the phrase [insert quote] to describe 

the effect of [insert question phrasing]. 

 [Insert quote] is used by the writer to create an 

effect on the audience. 

 [Insert quote] has an effect on us an audience.  



 

 This quotation tells us that [insert idea] is 

happening in the story. 

 [Insert idea] is clearly happening in the story. 

 The writer wants us to know that [insert idea] is 

happening in the story. 

 By including this the writer is making me feel [insert 

feeling]. 

 It makes me feel [insert feeling] by using this 

language. 

 It makes me respond with a feeling / thought of 

[insert feeling / thought]. 

 I cannot help but respond to the writers language 

with a feeling of [insert feeling]. 

 It is the writer’s use of [insert word class / device] 

that makes this quotation particularly effective. 

 The use of [insert word class / device] is effective 

here. 

 The writer uses [insert word class / device] to make 

his writing effective for the audience. 

Top language methods to spot and comment 

on: 

 Interesting verbs and adverbs 

 Adjectives 

 Nouns 

 Metaphors / Similes 

 The Senses 

 Personification 

 Onomatopoeia 

 Alliteration 

 Listing (Rule of Three) 

 Repetition 

 Sound patterns  



 

FOCUS on the IMPACT of structure 
on the reader – how is information 

unveiled to us? 

This is SHOULD (not could) – consider writing 
about EACH bullet point.  

For this question: 

 

X 3 

 The writer uses the phrase [insert quote] to interest 

us as readers. 

 [Insert quote] is used by the writer to create 

interested in the audience. 

 [Insert quote] has an engaging effect on us an 

audience.  

 At this point in the story [insert explanation] is 

happening. 

 This quotation shows the audience that [insert 

explanation] is occurring in the story. 

 [Insert idea] is clearly happening in the story at this 

point. 

 The writer wants us to recognise that [insert idea] is 

happening in the story. 



  

 By including this the writer is engaging the 

audience by [insert method]. 

 It makes me feel interested by using [insert effect / 

technique / event] to create an effect of [insert 

feeling]. 

 It makes me respond with a feeling / thought of 

[insert feeling / thought] because it creates a focus 

on [insert focus]. 

 The structure of the text creates a feeling of [insert 

feeling] by using [insert method].  

 It is the writer’s use of [insert method] that makes 

this quotation effective in engaging the audience. 

 The use of [insert method] is effective here in 

interesting the reader. 

 The writer uses [insert method] to make his writing 

interesting for the audience. 

Structural Devices That May Have Been Used 
1. The sequence through the passage 
2. Movement from big to small – ideas or perspectives 
3. Internal cohesion  
4. Changing perspective 
5. Introductions 
6. Developments 
7. Reiterations, repetitions, patterns 
8. Connection and Links 
9. Narrative perspective 
10.  Shifts in focus 
11.  Attention drawing ideas 
12.  Dramatic impact 

 

Character Time Focus Event 

Consider if / how the 

following things change 

over the course of the 

extract – if they do you 

MUST comment on the 

effect of that change. 



 

DO NOT DISAGREE! Instead think of 
it as “In what ways do you agree?” 

or 
“How true is this statement?” 

Again, this is SHOULD (not could) – consider 
writing about EACH bullet point.  

Remember you can use stuff you’ve 
mentioned in previous questions (if 

it is relevant)! 

Top Tip:  
Use the text to SUPPORT the student’s statement. 

For this question: 

 x5 

 The writer uses the phrase [insert quote] which 

supports the student’s statement. 

 [Insert quote] is used by the writer, this reinforces 

the student’s statement. 

 [Insert quote] has the effect of [insert student’s 

statement].   

 The quotation supports the student’s statement as 

it shows [insert student’s statement]. 

 This quotation shows the audience that [insert 

student’s statement] is occurring in the story. 

 The writer wants shows us that [insert student 

comment] is happening in this part of the story. 

NO introductions and NO 

conclusions needed for this 

question. Go straight into 

responding to the question. 

 



 

Here you need to evaluate how effective the writer’s 

writing actually is: 

 The writer convinces us through the use of [insert 

method that [insert student statement]. 

 The writers uses [insert method] to explore the idea 

of [insert student’s view], it effective because 

[insert explanation]. 

 The use of [insert method] by the writer has a 

[insert effect] leading to a reinforcement of the 

student’s comment. 

 It is the writer’s use of [insert method] that makes 

this quotation effective in supporting the student’s 

idea that [insert student comment]. 

 The use of [insert method] is effective here in [insert 

student comment] and giving the audience the 

impression... 

 The writer uses [insert method] to make [insert 

student comment], it is particularly effective 

because…. 

Structural Methods That  
May Have Been Used 

13. The sequence through the passage 
14. Movement from big to small – 

 ideas or perspectives 
15. Internal cohesion  
16. Changing perspective 
17. Introductions 
18. Developments 
19. Reiterations, repetitions, patterns 
20. Connection and Links 
21. Narrative perspective 
22.  Shifts in focus 
23.  Attention drawing ideas 
24.  Dramatic impact 

Top language methods to spot 

 and comment on: 

 Interesting verbs and 

adverbs 

 Adjectives 

 Nouns 

 Metaphors / Similes 

 The Senses 

 Personification 

 Onomatopoeia 

 Alliteration 

 Listing (Rule of Three) 

 Repetition 

 Sound patterns  

Writer’s Methods 



 

Always double check and be conscious of who 
your audience will be! 

Marks for what you write  
(the story / description). 

Marks for what how well (and accurately) you 
communicate. 

THE BIGGEST TIP: 
Consider using  the knowledge you’ve acquired in questions 
1-4 (including the techniques used by the writer) in your 
own writing. 



 

Methods You Might 
Want to Use: 

Use DIRECT SPEECH: 
 

e.g. “What’s going on?” shouted a frightened 
passenger at the rear of the coach. 

 
DIRECT SPEECH adds interest, punctuation 

and a change of focus to your work. 

If  
writing a 
narrative 

– 
 consider 

your 
structure. 

Use a  
FULL RANGE OF 
PUNCTUATION 

 

. , ? !  : ; “” () – 

The more different types you 

use the more marks you’ll get. 



 

What to Write: 

Using the image as a STIMULUS follow this framework. 

DROP 

Drop into the image somewhere and describe what you see, what’s going on, 

what event (if any) is currently unfolding. 

ATTENTION 

Zoom in on three things in the image that draw your attention – describe 

them in lots of detail. 

TRIGGER 

Have a dramatic event that is triggered in your story – allow it to change the 

focus of the story / become the focal point of the story. What happens? Give 

lots of visual detail – don’t forget your direct speech. 

ECHO 

Go back to a description of the scene as a whole (like an echo) – how has your 

triggered event changed the scene as a whole? Is it chaos now? Or is it still 

calm (but slightly different)? Remember to finish off your story appropriately. 

ALWAYS PLAN YOUR RESPONSE (5 minutes) 
Use the framework below – D.A.T.E – 

Drop>Attention>Trigger>Echo 


